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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the DoD Corporate Information Management
(CIM) initiative, space forces, and space-based information
systems used by the DoD. It then describes implications of
CIM in the space industry. CIM is defined as a philosophy
which has management and technical components. The CIM
management philosophy includes concepts for standardization,
system engineering, and the use of commercial systems and
technology. The technical component uses the information
engineering discipline to improve business processes. The
paper provides examples of the CIM management philosophy in
operation as well as opportunities for CIM application.
Information engineering is described as it applies to
space-based information systems. The appendix includes an
illustrative example of the Integrated Definition (IDEF)
methodology applied to the Tactical Warning/Attack Assessment
mission.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"the future war will be an information war. You

actually win before you start shooting. It's an

intelligence war, a C31 war, a deployment war, it's

a command and control war. We have to start

rethinking the information resource mission as a war

prevention, war inhititing, and ultimeteiy war

winning engine."

Mr . Pa'l Strassmann

Former Dii-ector of

Defense infcormatiaon

"The center of gravity of space is information."

Dr. John Kohout

Strategi: Geograprer

The first quote acknowledges the increasing importance of

information as a stratezi: military resource. The second

quote speaks of a different Lattlefieid, one that :2arl Von

Clausewit-_ wasn' t aware of when he inetrdued .he :,ncet ,:,f

enr, t-r of zravitv as "the hub .:f -l po-er a rrtT e

which everything else depends. That is the p-,int agairnst

which all our enrergies- sh.*u Id ,e direc.te." i. C...



Future conflicts must increasingiv consider the

importance of space as a conduit for information. Military

strategists refer to Desert Storm as the first information

war. The proliferation of information systems has cnangeo the

nature of warfare, not only for the military but for the

public as well -- witness the impact of the media during the

Gulf War and its influence in our involvement in Somalia.

The relationship between information and space led me to

research the implications of the Department of Defense

Corporate Information Management (CIM) initiative for military

space-based information systems. The objertives of this paper

are threefold:

i. Define Corporate Information Management

2. Describe military space-based information systems

-. Describe relationships between them

Because this subject may be controversial, 1. remind the

reader that the implications of this paper are purely the

conjecture of the authcor and are not to be taken as any type

of policy recommendation. This paper is simply an examination

ot both areas with observations made on relationships.



II. CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Background

The Department of Defense (DoD) is arguably the largest

consumer of information in this country and perhaps the woý-ld.

The DoD employs millions of uniformed and civilian personnel

stationed around the world. Organized ly Service (branch!,

geographically and functionally, DoD requires mountains of

information transfer across million, s of miles to perform its

mission.

"To, err is hurnan, to really foul things up takes a

ccmputer", reads the caption beneath a cartoon character ready

to bash his computer with a huge nammer. How True! in 11DD

information management appearec to be progressing smoothly,

alb. it slowly and tediously, until the introduction of the

computer. Each Service, Command, and functional activity thLehn

tegan to develop its own information systems to perform its

assigned mission independently. We refer to these systems as

"stovepipes" b.eaause of their vertical, independent

orientation. The lack of interconnection of these stovepipes

.;auses much redundancy ir, inf¢.rmrtion systems and ,3Lta

storage. This problem vn s ntot e fgult if ,_ mLt- , .i•t

rather resulted from hcw automation was misapplied -- i.e..

the Jack cf effective infrrr ati-_n m7-nz.ement.



Sc how dces one manage ail these svyterms and ali tis

nnformation ra Wit-hcut some t'g...e .-,f struc:tured -I ,.-, h

proIem scon exceeds the zone c.f indifference of evern the most

capable management. The system is not broken; however, there

are opportunities for enormous improvements in efficiency.

The Dc.D developed the Corporate Information Management (CIM)

initiative to deal with this complexity.

Corporate Information Management Defined

Corporate Information Management is not a progran.

a philosophy consistent with the principles of total qua it,

management (TOM). The Air Force defines TOM as a "customer-

criented operating philosophy ,ommittea to excellence in

products and services, through total participation o-f all

employees in the constarnt improvement of all processes." (1)

One way to view CIM is that it applies TOM to infcrmatirc.n

management.

The objective of CIM is to increase military

effectiveness while meeting cost reduction targets and

,depi.:,ving information te5c'nooyI in su p,prt .:.f fijnc Ti._:n=

imFr.cvement measures. To acheve this o77,jecve. CIM has

ated trree guiding princip,-les. )2:i-.

1 The cus cmer ,jefins rq)rmr.ts , a

ilF.!merntati:.n. and rnaasur.es results.



2 business procesises mjuS L.: Simp1li ied tefOre Cq.p Iing

te-IhnIlogy. De.:hr.ol,:,y is then applied .i-ere veq,• re, ,n a

fee-fC.r-serv.,-e ,asis. ,han ins the way peop-e work in-reaes

efficiency and reduces cost.

3 Evolutionary migration provides the fastest progress

with the lowest risk.

The idea is not autcomatic n for automation's sake, but

ertting the process right -- the-n, automatng it. CIH aims to

change the way DoD works b, business process re-engineering

and delegating cost saving responsibilities t,:, the lowest

level .

Rather than separate the military Services and their

functions, CIM views DoD as a jicnt enterprise. Figure I is a

structuredJ view of the relations.-lips and information flows

within the missions of the DoD. Viewed from the bottom, the

irnforwation management infrastrCture Supp.-,rts tusiness

operations which ultimately su~po:rt rational defense do_-ctrine

ard policy. (6:17-AS)

Figure 2 is a gr3phical .J.-ripfi:n cf CIM which is

e:xplained *eJ.eow.
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CIM Technical Processes and Tools

CIM uses a structured analysis approach ccminned with

automated tools to achie' - its c-b.ectives. CIM embraces the

information engineering pri:. iples of James Martin. Mr. Paul

Strassmann, the former Director of Defense Information,

enhanced this process by incorporating activity based costing

(ABC) with integrated definition (IDEF) modeling techniques to,

ascertain the cost and value added by each process. (2:1-5)

Information Engineering

"Information engineering (iE) is defined as the

application of an interlocking set of formal tt=}hniiues fl1

the planning, analysis, design, and constructicn of

information systems oij an enterprise-wide basis or across a

mnrjor section of the enterprise." (!0:1) IE progresses in a

top-down manner beginning with enterprise strategic planning,

then information planning, business area analysis, system

design, implementation and cutover. IE emphasizes data

storage and inputs rather than processes and outputs.

Enter-rise knowledge is store.dI in an e*,;,-v.lvjir encyclc.pedi

which creates a framework for system deve14pmhrth. IL requirec

the end-user t,-, Lecorme more r-nvolve.J bec , Ih demr-nd fo-r

Sys ter nevel .prert ex-:eed- t he r,.:•,.:'i.- n :,f ,a-nty.

fIan afement -J e c,- s ea m.T': "•,e -ive s st m lan which

i-:s•Its ; . i pe •:ri ,o- wi. J .i a:..e . :.:vs-t--ms •.n sts



define business p.:,ss whi rh modify the data and develc-p

procedurec which are pcgrammrno to wr..'• with the database,

End--users then design O, ard ,].npicrnt programs using pc-wrful

fourth generation language (4GL) report genc-rators. 4GLs

use English-lile statements in lieu of cryptic c..d to

simplify prograhmming. (16;264)

Business Proceus Analysis

Buflr,-S5 r.roc..ss b1analysis is. a Ftructured why to examine

the methods used to perform the mission. This analysis uses

graphic tools to ovoid any ambiguity in lescribing the

;:, rr.--e ii ,;. T[h.• %•.; J~l u iriT, Ivol -c-;.s ,-il the; bu.- resS Vro,;-,.-e s

aE-iE ;;nd tt-hri r.'1sir chanr•.s 'to-t.e) to cOptimizce the ryntem,

(2 :1- -. )

Integrated Definition

Irntgrated Definition (IDEF) is the modeling tool used to

perfc,rm busirt'iss prc,.ess aralysis. IDEF usf; ' ,raphic

representaticns to diEplay semarntic chazactertatics Cf

busineiis activities and rules asc~cated with data Etru,:tui]a,

These models suppor,rt buss ness procest; Jmproverrerit, managcmert

of data as ra sc.'r-¢ , integratic.n ..f irfo ,ti.:. -:vstýrr, an,

the , .rr-•ti,, c .f l"J T *• .aL;'&c•i ' 1



Integrated Computer Assisted Software Engineering

Irntegrated Colnputer ASsist,,f •,-,f-t En-•!;eYr;rdg (ICASE)

provides a workbench with integrated tools to pe,-form

information engineering. The ICASE toolkit supportz

enterprise-wide planning, data modeling, and process modeling

to create a framework into which many process life cycles fit.

ICASE tols include grapdu letio rpreseriations, code generators/

,:ptimizers, and documentation gener-atcri. (O~~

OL Manaxamont1!fr-" lp-las and 12!21n

It, •nmj-,c:uslng th.i C111 I~~l=.,I I li . ti s ,rrr f r tc,

high level manaemant principles which must be adhered to and

ir, tr, ,,: m )arj r7me!r toCInr to ausi~t irt 1mpllmer-tbt1c, n.

Fhxacutiva Levul Principles

Mr, Strawsmanrr's vJsic-n is , Thoiua a1'

Acm; U 1,ihId iJoda whlit)h htvu iir'jlications bor npa,;ta:

- Simplify busines srcesses bLfora design

- Ap'ly a¢oroin nal'acis to fur'nctionl] bu-Irou;t mr.thods

- F z.ývid u is sare~d ~comniuni'.tior,': And conmpu irng

- ifjqlI re prrQ:;jrp 01nd da~ta rnr.-d'-l fr:r &11 LVht'=11rW

,- IJ ¢,f I-tl,:-- f~ol I L~x dwbx .- •i~d f~o,j.wa .

-Y ucrzl ýj cii * IT

•.-_•'~~~ ~ f2 ,arl l•JF•.-• -al l.J r.
- [Wr2I,-rnch.I [' 1 I tf,1A-• I _ <-l• "-1 -' • i~jr,p'¶ .: ]1 Ir1:1 "'I.• li

'" I .2 ] -x 1.1 /. ''...,.



Functional Management Process

To cite a recently published DoD manual: "The Defense IM

program, and the corporate IM initiative that implements it,

provide the policy and procedural framework to guide the

improvement of functional processes, data resources, and

supporting information systems for all areas of DoD missions

and operatic.ns." The functional management process uses a

life-cycle development model which defines objectives,

analyzes alternatives, evaluates them based on preliminary

functional economic analysis. plans the systems

ImFplamentation, solicits and receives approval, and finally

exescutes the program in an evolutinary fashion. The

underlying technical environment guides this process using

methods and tools to assist. These programs provide

cost-effeotive, automated information services, (6:13-15)

Functionn]. Economic Analysis

Functional economic analysis (FEA) is a tool used to

hunict marnagement in evaluating alternative soluticnris.

Activity based costing (AJC) assigns costs to each activity

I th'.r i , f;ro:, . FEA uses this information to perform a

c¢,rX.1 h*Orirl It ii. IvF;s Icr. alt iativr [urncti,:,nal s,.lutiors.

Marnagers3 us; a risk-adjusted, net rre~ent value of different

O~teli~tJ • t'' d'1I.'



CIM Implementation

In order to implement CIM the DoD created a substantial

organization within the former Defense Communications Agency

(DCA). To emphasize the new mission of DCA, the name was

changed to Defense Information System Agency (DISA). In April

1991, Mr. Paul Strassman was selected from outside the federal

governmcnt as the first Director, Defense information (DDI).

The DDI reports directly to the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(ASD) for Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence

(C2I). The DDI can -cask DISA resources through ASD (C3I).

(Mr. Strassmann resigned at the end of the Bush administration

and the position was vacant at the time of publication.]

The CIM process works through Defense Management Report

Decisions (DMRDs) and DoD directives. DMRDs are products of

the Defense Management Review (DMR) process which evaluate

courses of action fo=,r cost savings. "CIM succeeds only in so

far as it supports DMR initiatives." (13:23) Once the DMRD is

approved by the Secretary of Defense it becomes a mandate.

Similarly, DoD directives are used to implement changes with

emphasis on policy rather than cost savings. The following

DMRLs are applicable:



DMRD 925. Develop Standard ADP SystemB, created the CItl

initiative cn 20 November 1989. This directive cited the

problems of redundancy and lack of standardization and

directed the formation of the CIM organization for more

effective use of information systems. DMRD 925 slashed the

DoD automated data processing (ADP) budgget by 631 million

dollars in fiscal year (FY) 92, and more than 900 million

dollars in FYs 93, 94, and 95! All of this money is not pure

savings -- 220 million dollars in FY92 and more than 300

million dollars a year in the outyears are allocated to

finance CIM.

DMRD 971, DoD Financial Systems, was signed on the 2nd of

February 1991 to realign costs with outputs. This is better

known throughout DoD as Fee-for-Service. DMRD 971 also

established the Defense Business Operating Fund (DBOF) as a

military industrial fund to administer the fee-for-service

concept.

DMRD 918, Defense Information Infrastructure (DII),

signed on 15 September 1992, called for a new paradigm to

"enable operaticnal and functicnal staffs to access, share,

and exchange information worldwide with minimum knowledge of

cc, mmunications and ,_omputirg terchnolcogies." The DMRD assigned

UISA as central manager of the r:II whi-,h esitrra--ed initial

savings of $12 billion for FY 93-99. This directive could

cc~ntain the most far-reachinErg irr,]icati,'r, f,:.i- all ir, f:.rmati:n

systemi.



CIM Status

Initially CIM ccncentrated rore onr the adninistrative

systems with the most progress in the financial functional

area. The Defense Finance and Accounting System (DFAS) target

architecture provides a migration path to condense seventy-one

existing financial systems into Just n~ine by the end of 1995.

The report also contains evidence of significant progress by

other functional areas such as Human Resources, Medical, and

Materiel & Logistics.

The status report mentions expanding CIM efforts into

other funct.onal areas, including "conmand and control and

intelligence." Specifically for space, the report mentions a

two part project under the title "Space and Warning System

Center" that requires an IDEF system engineering model to

define interfaces for the Cheyenne Mountain Complex. The

second part of the project requires the use of information

engineering techniques to develop specificatic3n for the

datatases required for th -Space Mission. (13:1,1)



III. MILITARY SPACE-BASED FORCES AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Overview

This section will describe the military space force

organization and the information systems used to perform or

support assigned functions.

Space Force Components

The DoD created the United States Space Command

(USSPACECOM) on 23 September 1985 in order to perform military

space functions effectively. Located at Peterson AFB,

Colorado, USSPACECOM employs military space-related forces -n4

ensures operational support to other combatant commands. The

Air Force component, AFSPACECOM, is the major Service

component and is divided into four wings and one group, see

figure 3. One wing is assigned to operate each of the eastern

and western launch ranges to provide spacelift. A third wing

is charged with providing early warning of a missile attack

using assigned radars and other assets around the world. The

fourth wing operates satellite constellations for

communications, navigation, meteorology, and surveillance

thrcough missi.l',: control cmle:.:e• and automated remote

tra:kirg statiors. The lone ýr:uiip provides c7ommand & conrtrl1

for aerospace defense and our space order of tattle. This

grc'up operates the nerve center Df space infcrmal icn, the

Cheu enne n,.,n i - in -:.wIe:: . r'J -t- -tr:Ur"* F &crv_. i,

ur~i t• . c •:- d
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Army Space Command (USARSPACE) assures access to and use

of space capabilities to enhance Army missions. USARSFACE

operates the CSCS ground centers and manages the use of DSCS

satellites by tactical ground units. USARSPACE would be

charged with operation of anti-satellite and ballistic missile

defense systems if the United States should develop these

systems. Naval Space Command (NAVSPACECOM), headquartered in

Dahlgren, Virginia, commands naval space forces and operates

space systems to provide support to naval forces. The Naval

Space Surveillance Center (NAVSPASUR) tracks objects in space

out to an effective range of l,725 miles and provides this

information to USSPACECOM.

Space Force Functions

JCS Pub 0-I, Basic National Defense Doctrine, assigns the

following functions to space forces:

Space Control -- requires undeniable use of space

and space systems fcr our forces, including combat against

enemy forces in space and their infrastructure.

Force Application -- combat against enemy land, sea.

and missile forces, including command, acntrc,, arid

communication capaLilities.

Force Enhancement -- suppc-rt for friendly fcrces

which in-1udes warnirng, cc-mmuni:aticrns, navigBi1,:r,

metec.rologv. and surveillance.

Space Support -- l½ur,=oh L: .Lilitv.



Space-Based Information Systems

JCS Pub 0-1 states that, "The United States de'pends on

space systems for support such as communications, terrestrial

surveillance, navigation and positioning, meteorology,

oceanography, mapping, and search and rescue." USSPACECOM

uses a variety of different satellijes in various orbits to

provide this support. The following is a summary of existing

and planned systems. (8:44-52)

Communications

The primary satellite communications system is the

Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS). The DSCS is a

high-capacity, super-high-frequency (SHF) subsystem of the

Defense Communications System that provides worldwide,

wideband, secure voice and data communications. USSPACECOM

provides operational control while DISA provides network:

management.

In the ultra-high-frequency (UHF) band, the Air Force

uses AFSATCOM to provide command & -ontrol of forces. The

Navy uses FLTSATCOM to provide ship-to-shore or ship-to-ship

communications. UHF systems provide limited bandwidth

-apF-ilit- . The Planned re-Pla:emernt .'stem i ubtJ HF

Follow-On (UFO)



in the extremely-hizh-frequenov tEHF) ban.J, the Air Fo-r.:e

is planning to deploy Military Strategic and Tactical Relay

kMILSTAR). MILSTAR uses acvanceJ signal processing and

space-based relays to provide survivable low and medium data

rate communications for command & control.

Navigation and Positioning

Navigation information Is essential for military

operations. The NAVSTAR Girbal Positioning System (GPS) is a

space-based, radio navigation and time distribution satellite

system. GPS provides highly accurate information to receivers

on ships, airplanes, vehi,:les, and even perscnnel. GFES

information is also valuable fo:.r co,=mmercial ano perhaps enemy

use. In order to maintain our advantage selective accuracy

control denies the most detailed information to those not

equipped.

Surveillance

The Defense Support Program (DSP) provides space-based

assets for early warning of missile launch and nuclear

detonation (NUDET) detection. NUDET capability is hosted on

the C F'S. The planned re,,laemet f,:,r LSP i the F.ll:,w-,r

Ear 1 Warning S't tem ,FE S



Meteorology

The view f rcm space allo-ws unique weather observatior

capabilities, The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

(DMSP) provides worldwide weather information, both visual and

infrared, to support military operations. Information from

commercial weather satellitez is used to augment DMSP.



IV. IMPLICATIONS OF CIM ON SPACE FORCES

Overview

The purpose of the previous sections was to give the

reader an understanding of CIM and an overview of space

forces and information systems. I will now relate the two.

Does CIM Apply?

Since the CIM mandate ex:ludes embedded information

systems, the first issue to address is applicability.

EmLeddled information systems are thcse integral to a major

system, like the radar tracking system on a missile.

Sr:.ae-based ir~f.rmati.-n s•tems have embedded Systems which

are used t, suF.F.c.rt the operaticrn of the satellite; e.g..

maintain its orbit. -ince the S:itellites mentioned in the

previous section serve as sensor inputs or relays to larger

systems, I do not consider them as embedded systems. However,

I maintain that systems used by the operator of the satellite

fo.r "houseI.eepirg" are embedded and should be excluded.

This assertion is !uppcrtet by the fact that after

initial success in adminisirat ire f uncticonal areas, there is

S'VS _ Th ciS status re,,.rt ir~ddicated CIM will sprea. t.C
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Warrior is resolving the fixed-to-ta.:ticai interoperability

problem, the report makes no distinctior, between

administrative and command and c*ontr:l systems. C4I for the

Warrior also endorses the use of ccommercial satellite

communication systems and integration of Service stovepipe

systems. (5)

Compllcating this matter further is the increasingly

blurry line between what cconstitutes command and control and

administrative systems. Most strategists would agree that

logistic information systems are as important as command and

co ntrol systems. The Gulf War e:-xperience showed that as the

of the conflict increased, more and more cf what were

cr.nsidered administrative systems, such as military pay and

health care, beame increasingly imp:,rtant aid appeared in

theater as mobile systems. The problem became .:,ne of

c,,ntaining information flow requirements because- of the

limited ,-:,o-nectivity to the region. (4)

Information EngineerinJn

The '21M s, tatus Report direts analysis c.f the Spac'

Misson u01 UiT, information en-ireing te.hniqJes. In order to

tl u Vl,. • t j -.,IJ I ''] " 12, 'If IJ• )• •- :f~~~ a rlA e,• ,, , a' i r "- F I Il"

all I V) i s I r' " rI':[,W ' I e1,ti] Ti, "jii If
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down, functional economic analysis using activity-,ased

costing can be used to calculate the cost of this process.

The next steps are to develop alternative processes

(to-be) and to calculate costs in a similar manner. This

information must then be assembled into a cost-benefit

analysis for a management decision to change the process.

My research did not reveal any progress by USSPACECOM in

this area. For illustrative purposes Appendix A is a

preliminary IDEF model of the tactical warning/attack

assessment process.

Organization

The DoD erterprise model in Figure I should be examined

against the USSPACECOM organization shown in Figure 3. On the

surface there appears to be some opportunity for streamlining

this structure. The recent rep.,rt by the Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of 2taff recommends a review of this structure

a•rd the possible reassignment of the space mission to U.S.

Strategic Command. When performing this review, one must keep

In mind the bnaticna] areemtinis with Canada in 1ie Ncrth

Amr ! J,: an Air [z f'l,-i C(.lnclrd PJkAN



Title 10 of the United States Code, sections 164 and 193,

directs unified commands to fight wars and limits the role of

defense agencies to support. DMRD 918 suggests that DISA

assumes operational responsibility for the MILSATCOM portion

of the Defense Integrated System Network. Does this mean DISA

usurps the space control function assigned to USSPACECOM? If

so, some legal changes are required_

Another related issue is the definition of the term

'ccmbat". The Gulf War was the first information war, we have

yet to witness a conflict where our space-based assets are

held at risk. Space! warfare is an abstract type of combat

which does not require the physical stamina of the front line.

It is impersonal combat waged by "keyboard commando, s" at long

distance where strategy and intelligence are paramount. In

light of this fact, the military must reexamine the definition

of combat relative to special pay and physical demands.

Use of Commercial Systems

The information systems that the military requires toc

"kill .e--ple and break things" are not tiut much different

frocm thc,se cf the conmercial sector, whc,5,s missicn is

si•nI.1 I ; ,%rF ] V di 1 fcjl -t . Miltitary € v [• t'nl ± ) ai •'• " J •il•:'J t'."
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satellites; almost a quarter of this traffic was carried by

commercial providers. (12) Commercial weather systems like

the Geostationary Operational Environment Satellite (GOES)

provide similar services to DMSP. Likewise imagery can be

provided by U.S. LANDSAT or from systems provided by

international firms, such as the French SPOT system.

The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for satellite

system acquisition estimated that ninety percent of all

military communications traffic could be carried by commercial

satellite systems. (12) DoD recognized this fact and

commissioned several contractors to study this option.

Results were riot available at the time this paper was written,

but Fre articipated to be in favor of the increased use cf

commercial systems for military purposes. (4)

Technolo~y Trends

The CIM philosophy includes a technology doctrine which

emphasizes the use of off-the-shelf hardware and software and

ler•gthening technology life by continuous upgrading. (16;48)

Previously the militbry led industry in resear:h and

dcvelorjmmrt and spurn off technology to commercial industry.

F'o :.:ampI, the c',_mmercial laoe aunch industry is based ,r,

t0.u mJ E i ta v, 14..w the tab)es hove t urned and there are many
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Very Small Aperture Antenna Terminal (VSAT) satellite

communications are used to provide dedicated, medium-capacity,

point-to-point communicatic-ns. Formerly i.naccessible

locations can be quickly connected provided frequencies and

real estate are available. Presently this technology is in

limited use; however, as quick reaction and worldwide

responsibilities increase, so should the use of VSAT.

Other implications from trends in commercial satellite

technology could prove useful to the military as they evolve.

The exploding trend for the use of cellular telephone

technology led to a concept for worldwide cellular telephone

coverage -- Iridium, a concept of Motorola (named for the

element having The atcmic number of its 77 satellite

constellation]i. As the military threat changes to a more

uncertain geographic area, American forces will be sent to

areas where the existing communications infrastructure is

unlikely to serve their needs (e.g., Somalia). When the

Iridium technology is developed and fielded, forces would only

need to carry cellular phones to stay in touch.

Space.- based infcrmation systeins from the enttertalnment

industry could provide dual-use capabilities for the military.

Digital Eroadcast Satellite (DES) allows the re,:epticn c~f

videc, thrc,,.ih an ,Z E-in: h , -h sr, te tr,&, which will greatly

increase portability. Video c-n demand f,:.r licouseholds could

t~ecc.ie battlefield imaerv f:*r -tta: icon-. Liiital A-Jdi J -

fPr .:,a -J.raF t iLAf0) tecl.rc 2 . .r v io- auui.; r a :l :. i,-_ t :v-,a
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could augment national security for emergency broadcast

services as well as provide entertainment for our dispersed

forces. Since our military forces travel frequently by

air, inflight telecommunications via satellite could be

useful. Such a system will provide connectivity from the

aircraft into the public switched telecommunications network,

allowing calls from airborne passengers to anywhere a

telephone can reach.

The above examples ccnsidercl the adoption of commercial

systems by the military (spin on). The commercialization of

military systents (spin off) can work the other way for mutual

benefit. In the case of the Global Positioning System, the

military developed a system with great commercial promise,

The trensportation industry expressed _i-eat interest in GPS

information to track vehicles. The increased demand for

receivers increased production which greatly reduced costs for

both sectors. Other such dual-use technology efforts must be

uncovered and pursued.

A word of caution is in order on the use of commercial

systems. Since the above technologies are targeted for

commercial use. the design included no provisi.c-.ns fcor

security. If any of these svstems are t.:, he ,:.nidere. fr

!ne.-tine military use, some type o-f cryptc*graphio sertur2ty

is required,



Standardization

Standardization in the design of launch vehicles,

satellites, and earth terminals is another example of

application of CIM management philosophy to space-based

information systems.

Although the major benefits from standardization are

realized in a high-volume market, the limited inventory of

U.S. launch vehicles effectively provides a standard for

satellite design. Depending on the physical size arid weight

of the satellite, anything from an air-launched Pegasus to the

Space Shuttle can be used. International competition from

sevtral cQuntries now complicates standardization in this

area. The use of foreign launchers is a controversial

subject. From a standardization view, only U.S. launchers

should be considered.

Although the design of each satellite is unique because

of its mission, the incorporation of a standard design within

a series pays manufacturing benefits. The satellite bus

refers to the sustaining portion of the spacecraft to whi,:h

different sensors or electronics can be mated. Several

satellite manufacturers have developed r stand~ard bus which

they . -ar e.-sily m.:,dify f.:,r different frncti, s The trade-off

in the weight *,f a standard bus versus the manufacturing e.:sts

must t- made Ly the custrer. Arother area te

comnc~ rt, [,lay is jr ti~e I u :, t i.:. ,:z t ho E~ , i] t, 1 :.
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recognized standards like the T] data rate 1i.E4 Mbs) allows

compatibility with terrestrial systems.

The most benefit from standardization is found in the

design of earth terminals. Communication terminals use

commercial standards for multiplex schemes. Designers follow

local area network (LAN) stanrdards for interconnection. All

military computer system acquisitions must specify the

government open system interconnection profile (GOSIP) to

provide future interoperability.

A word of caution on the security risks associated with

standardization is in order. There iS a classic struggle in

the defense community on the ber-r-fit nf :,pen -;1Qrmc; ve:rnsis

the rined for security. Management must be ever mindful of

this consideration when designing new systems.

_stems Engineering

A prime example of the CIM managemer.t principle :.f system

engineering is the effort to integrate space-based information

systems at Cheyenne Mountain. The Cheyenne Mountain Complex

(CMC) contains the many systems necessary to perform tactical

warring/attac- aEgessment. The primary mission cf the CMC is

t,- . an tlhe earth for sji.-, cf a mi-sie iaur,:h 3nd, when

detected, te, estimate the targeted area and to al,_rt the

Nat•,:nal Ccmmmarnd Authc.r Ci,,'] defon[,, 3rd vet~1i~t:*rv
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Segment Replacement (CS$R). The USAF undertook this

integration effort with a program called Granite Sentry.

The Navy addresses space-based information system

integration in its Copernicus Architecture. Copernicus

consists of four pillars: global and tactical information

exchange systems, and Commander-in-Chief and tactical command

centers. The Navy developed a new doctrine of Space and

Electronic Warfare (SEW) which poses a surveillance grid to

collect information, a communications grid to transport it to

the CINC, and a tactical grid to get it to the battlefield.

Fee-for-Service

DMRD 971 directs DoD to align costs of services with

their coutputs. The rationale behind this initiative is to

make users aware of the costs and force trade-offs in their

,per;ting budgets. Dubbed "fee-for-service" this initiative

is somewhat easy to implement when costs and services are

readily trackable. For software design services, users state

their requirement and all costs associated with satisfying

that requirement are directly attributed to it.

Space-based informatio.n systems are differert. In the

case of GPS. where inf-rmati.:.n is broadcast freely. the only

way to regulate usage is ty charging a premium on purchase of

the receiv.cers. Weather saelllites could use a similar scheme.

,:, un•~i,:ati,-S srVies h~a•,e r r;-" user-s ad, the ,:~ *,,:,f

imri 'ner, ir, • ua ,J a~ -I.. c.d 1..il1 r;: &,_1,,:iii ri ?• .:.:.+: .:.l-e thor,



the amount that would be collected. However, launch servi.es

may be easier to track to user communities and should be

investigated for use on a reimbursable basis.

If fee-for-service is difficult to apply zo space, how

can you enforce user discipline? The Air Force is attempting

to solve this problem up-front in the requirements definition

stage. Since the Air Force is the lead military deportment

for satellite communication systems, the Air Force budget

includes all funding. In order to discourage "gold-plated"

options. the Chief of Staff of the Air Force, General McPeak,

initiated a fee-for-requirement scheme. After a thorough

scrub of requirements, if P Service feels they strongly

require a certain capability, they must provide additional

funding. (7)

I'



V. SUMMARY

CIM-Space Implications

The above implications are mainly examples of how CIM

management principles are being used in the military t.ody,

The CIM philosophy will take time to be ingrained in the

corporate culture. My research found little evidence of CIM

technical processes and tools currently in use. If the

military is to realize operating efficiencies and cost

savings, more effort is required in business process

improvement.

The military must maintain close contact with commercial

space technology to develop potential spin-on systems.

Military development efforts should be aimed at dual-use

technology to capitalize on decreased productio-n costs.

Importance of Space

With the stability of the space portion of the defense

budget compared to the c,verall decline, one can sav that the

relative importance of space is increasing. This indicates

that leadership is cOgnizant of the benefits available from

sp*Bce-LaSed ir,f,r.rmati,'-cn systems and is trving, t. le\v'erage

these benefits as a strategic advantase.

T,.- militar'y uses the term "lines -:.f .:.:.mF i.:£ti-:*n

1Ih,:- n e, 1 ar, r) Jn1



military campaigns, strategists are keenly aware cf the

importance of the LOCs and provide appropriate protection.

There is a parallel with space and information. Now that

information support is becoming as important as logistics, the

military must consider the "lines of information" as a

strategic asset and protect it accordingly.

Battlefields of the Future

Dale Brown gives us a vision of future information

warfare in his latest book Sky Masters. In it the United

States Air Force takes on the Chinese Navy in the South China

Sea. Because of the timing and location of the crisis, the

U.S. has only limited intelligence. The author introduces the

concept of "Need It Right This Second Satellites (NIRTSats)"

which are a series of lightweight communications, intelligence

and surveillance satellites which are air launched to provide

instant information from any trouble spot. He also develops a

"souped-up" B-2 that is able to receive and process this

information. This capability provides sensor to shooter

information allowing realtime mission planning which results

in an overwhelming U.S. victory. (3)

The application of CIM to space-based informaticn systems

is a step in this direction H:weve] it is imn,:rt t

remember that technology al, hne does not win the war, THE USE

•'F TECHNCLC'CY BY THE COMMANDER DOES
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APPENDIX A

TACTICAL WARNING/
ATTACK ASSESSMENT

INFORMATION ENGINEERING
MODEL
(AS-IS)
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PURPOSE

Tho purpore of this apIpOndix in to 1l1uStl-bte how

information englnoorlng principls can b" aprrlied t'? h

xparýQ~rulatod L.,u--nomamlO5o• IDE-F modoling tochniquom w,-r*

durlvod r,.,m thq Irt aratod oQmrt a:r Aidad uhuf aAturting

(ICAM) ;*r ,,Prnm byn; rd by tte J.". Air Forca. Thim mcronym

1[)EF ccmmm 11,4m 1'Al I)'tlr11tiol, Iairgiuage. IL+E , Ir u1;od tc.

ft,='dral *':t iVit ~i, O> Fr,••,n ILEFIX Ito ur,"d to modal rul-11

cor d 'ath OtI I.II br IbhI Mv~dw1 jigi tfis)11f~g W111.U, W ll L@Aw; 6 Fliad

tO tho ta l.t l warniing / attb,.P oumammmrnt mislcn o.f

Vie LU,.,L Ciorporata Infr.rmation Manalgvmrnt (CIM) Initlative

roquirtos thit ri,1,¢coss to be porfcormad for all Lced functional

arraw, :;rcs my rzovarch did not U•-over any efforto in this

61 , will tittemnpt t,: start it off. 'rhme r--.a•..r should be

bWare that thli iS a V& z y dVtail-d Yrcc'• and this appendix

bor•ly scratche• the surface.

CONTEXT DIAGRAM

Tf ., c,.cntext dia-h, m mcd. Jels the l..-ri est lev, el cf A"tivitv ,-d
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bott'Cn). Cortrols are irfcrmarion or material that constrain

an activity and regulate the transformation of inputs to

outputs. Mechanisms are resources that provide energy to the

activity, like people or machines. (2:3-3) The TW/AA process

with associated ICOMs is shown in Figure A-i.

DECOMPOSITION DIAGRAM

The decomposition dingram in Figure A-2 shows the next

level of detail. The AO process is broken down to lour

subordinate processes. In process Al, the intelligence

community and the Cheyenne Mountain Complex (CMC) receive

intelligence data concerning an impending launch. This

ifc.rmaticn is compared against the Current Cata!,_-,g which

keeps an inventory of orbiting objects and the Historical File

which tracks what type of satellite is usually launched from

which location in which general direction. The CMC prepares

an alert message to DSP satellite controllers and sensor sites

advising them to be prepared to oLtain launch data.

In process A2, the DSP satellite and sensor sites obtain

launch data which is provided to the CMC for processing. In

process A3, this information is first analyzed for any

immediate threat to the United States. Within two minutes CMC

must provide an asssment tco t heai n

Authorities. If not an immediate threat, the space object is

,:ontlinually tra,-c-ed and m.nit.2.re.i durirng i,. lifeime for

future_ .. :,merts.
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The next step in this process is to take each of the

above processes and continually break them down into

subprccesses until this can be done no further. At this point

we have identified the relevant activities. Activity-based

costing (ABC) is then performed to assign a cost to each

activity so that the cost of subprocesses and processes can be

determined. This completes the IDEFO modeling.

Alternative processes can be developed and costed in a

similar manner so that management has detailed, objective data

on which to base decisions.

DATA MODEL

Database design requires different modeling techniques to

efficiently store data. This technique can be used to

understand and define the business rules cf an organization.

The elements of this techniques are: entities (things),

attributen which describe entities, 3nd relationships between

entities. The IDEFIX technique uses three refinement levels

to deacrie a procýess: entity-relationship, key-based, and

fully attributed. Each level builds on the previous. A fully

attributed model of the TW/AA process is shown in Figure A-3.

At - ,•ri t, leve.l, .h laurch receives -rie rnissic~rJ

assessment. The laurnch number is the key attribute for the

lau c . TIEAR daa (tirrme, eIlevaticn, azimuth, rarne, and range

I •• •i•u;z.•J t ir |. x ;-i m t he rn ~icr, am esmcr,1:
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CONCLUSIONS

This has been a very cursory examination of a complex

process. Many other considerations need to be taken into

account; i.e., security and physical hardware limitations.

The overarching purpose of this exercise is to reach

agreement among those involved in the process, which is easier

said than done. Often basic misunderstandings are uncovered

during this process.

As I worked through this exercise, it seemed there was

duplication between data contained in the historical file and

the current catalog. I would consider adding fields to one

the databases and eliminating the other. Security and

hardware limitaicns must be ccornsidered. As a novice, I

cannot take this exercise any farther. I hope this e>:ample

illustrates the benefits cf information engineering.


